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Abstract—We investigate whether IMRT optimization based on generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD)
objectives for organs at risk (OAR) results in superior dosimetric outcomes when compared with multiple
dose-volume (DV)–based objectives plans for patients with intact breast and postmastectomy chest wall (CW)
cancer. Four separate IMRT plans were prepared for each of the breast and CW cases (10 patients). The first
three plans used our standard in-house, physician-selected, DV objectives (phys-plan); gEUD-based objectives
for the OARs (gEUD-plan); and multiple, “very stringent,” DV objectives for each OAR and PTV (DV-plan),
respectively. The fourth plan was only beam-fluence optimized (FO-plan), without segmentation, which used the
same objectives as in the DV-plan. The latter plan was to be used as an “optimum” benchmark without the effects
of the segmentation for deliverability. Dosimetric quantities, such as V20Gy for the ipsilateral lung and mean dose
(Dmean) for heart, contralateral breast, and contralateral lung were used to evaluate the results. For all patients
in this study, we have seen that the gEUD-based plans allow greater sparing of the OARs while maintaining
equivalent target coverage. The average ipsilateral lung V20Gy reduced from 22 � 4.4% for the FO-plan to 18 �
3% for the gEUD-plan. All other dosimetric quantities shifted towards lower doses for the gEUD-plan.
gEUD-based optimization can be used to search for plans of different DVHs with the same gEUDs. The use of
gEUD allows selective optimization and reduction of the dose for each OAR and results in a truly individualized
treatment plan. © 2010 American Association of Medical Dosimetrists.
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INTRODUCTION

One important goal of planning with intensity-modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) is to obtain optimal dose dis-
tributions that are based on optimal intensities by appro-
priately defining an objective function that is minimized
during optimization. For breast and chest wall (CW)
cancer, most reports in literature use dose-volume (DV)
objectives for treatment planning. The forward optimi-
zation technique1,2 can improve dose uniformity, but this
technique requires several steps for generation of accept-
able plans. Furthermore, the user is limited to optimize
the segment weighting alone, which may not necessarily
result in the best plan. One reason to use multifield IMRT
for breast and CW cases is to achieve a uniform dose
distribution throughout the complex planning target vol-
umes (PTVs) while minimizing the dose to the nearby
lung, heart, and other normal tissues. Inverse planning
for breast cancer is particularly challenging because of
intrafraction motion from patient breathing. The investi-
gations, thus far, suggest that regular breathing motion

(shallow or normal breathing) does not affect dose de-
livery during breast IMRT.3,4

DV-based optimization has several limitations.
First, a large number of planning objectives may be
required for each volume of interest to “shape” the dose-
volume histogram (DVH). For complex plans with nu-
merous target volumes and organs at risk (OARs), the
increased number of parameters may become difficult to
manage by most commercially available treatment plan-
ning systems. Second, the objective function does not
always represent the appropriate biologic relationship
between radiation dose and the response of tumor and/or
OARs. As in some prostate, head and neck,5,6 and lung7

cases, a resultant DV-based plan may not necessarily be
a “clinically” optimal plan. A “better” plan (i.e., equiv-
alent tumor coverage with even lower doses to OARs)
may be obtainable, but DV-based optimizations usually
terminate the search once the criteria set by the user are
met.

The purpose of this work is to present a method of
IMRT optimization for breast and CW cases based on
generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD), first intro-
duced by Niemierko8,9 as a model to reduce the dose
distribution of a structure into a single biologically rel-
evant dose index. Wu et al.5–7 and Thieke et al.10 were
able to produce plans that were superior to the conven-
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tional DV optimized plans by applying gEUD-based
optimization to prostate, lung, and head and neck cancer.
We selected breast and CW cancer cases to investigate
whether gEUD-based optimization would provide supe-
rior OAR sparing and equivalent PTV coverage to sim-
ilar DV optimized plans. Breast and CW IMRT reduces
the volume of irradiated lung and heart11,12; however,
complex multifield IMRT may subsequently increase the
dose to the opposite breast.13,14 Therefore, gEUD may be
used as a tool to search a larger domain of solutions that
satisfy the planning objectives with different and possi-
bly superior DVHs for the OARs.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

gEUD definitions
Originally, Niemerko8 defined the EUD as the bio-

logically equivalent dose that, if given uniformly, would
lead to the same cell damage in the tumor as the actual
nonuniform dose distribution would do. Later, he ex-
tended the same concept to both tumors and normal
structures9 with the form:

EUD � �1�N�
i�1

N

di
��1⁄�

. (1)

In this relationship, N is the number of voxels in the
volume of interest, di is the dose in the i-voxel, and � is
the structure-specific parameter that describes the dose-
volume effect. Typically, � � 0 (large negative values)
for tumors and � � 0 for OARs. For normal tissues that
demonstrate a large-volume effect (i.e., parallel architec-
ture such as lungs, parotids, etc.), � � 1, which is
equivalent to the mean dose. For tissues without a vol-
ume effect (i.e., serial architecture such as spinal cord,
brainstem, etc.), � has a large, positive value that is
equivalent to the maximum dose. For this work, we used
the following values: � � 1 for lungs, heart, and breast
tissue; � � 10 for spinal cord. Regardless, the results of
optimization have demonstrated only a weak correlation
to moderate changes of �.15

EUD leads to a simple formalism of an objective
function for optimization. As reported previously,5 the
objective function can be written as:

F � �
OAR

fOAR . �
T

fT (2)

where the component subscore f may for tumors (T) and
OARs is:

fT,OARs(EUD) � �(EUD, EUD0) · �EUD � EUD0

EUD0
�

(3)

with

�(EUD, EUD0) � H(EUD � EUD0), for EUDmax,
(3a)

�(EUD, EUD0) � 1, for target EUD, (3b)

�(EUD, EUD0) � H(EUD0 � EUD), for EUDmin.
(3c)

The function H�●� above is the Heaviside step function.
For target volumes, EUD0 is the desired dose parameter
and for OARs, the maximal tolerable dose.

Patient setup and CT scanning
Ten typical breast and CW cancer patients were

selected and underwent a CT scan with a 3 mm-slice
interval. The patients were positioned supine with arms
above their heads on a T-bar immobilization board
(MedTec, Orange City, IA). The breast tissue was clin-
ically determined before scanning by the physician and
was outlined with a CT-visible wire. Three reference
markers (two lateral and one anteriorly at midline) were
placed on the patient’s skin to assist in marking the
isocenter. The images were transferred to a Philips Pin-
nacle3 planning system v7.4f (Philips Laboratories, Mil-
pitas, CA).

Definition of volumes and critical structures
The PTV was delineated by the physician by using

the CT images in conjunction with the clinically placed
wires. Typically, the breast or CW was treated from the
lateral aspect of the sternum to the midaxillary line and
from the sternal notch, superiorly, to the lowest extent of
breast tissue, inferiorly. The supraclavicular and axillary
regions were included in the PTV if the patient had
previous mastectomy or positive lymph nodes. Posteri-
orly, the PTV was typically bounded by the anterior
aspect of the ribs and chest wall muscles. The superficial
border of the PTV was decreased by 4 mm inside the skin
surface to account for build-up region effects. Contour
definitions are critical because the optimization algo-
rithm uses these volumes to produce beamlet intensity
patterns. Sharp edges in a contour may result in high-
intensity beamlets that may increase the dose to a nearby
structure. Therefore, all volumes were reviewed on three
orthogonal views (axial, sagittal, and coronal) and 3D
reconstructions on the planning system. The lungs, heart,
and contralateral breast tissues were outlined on every
image. Other structures such as the thyroid gland and
spinal cord were also outlined when necessary. To better
control hot spots within the patient volume, a structure
called “normal tissues” was created as the difference
between the patient’s entire body and all other OARs and
the 1 cm expansion of the PTV (Table 1). For all patients
in this study, the final volumes for all structures were
evaluated and approved by the radiation oncologist be-
fore treatment planning.

Treatment planning and treatment delivery
Four IMRT plans with 6 or 7 coplanar 6-MV beams

were prepared for a number of breast and chest wall
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cases (10 patients in the group). The first three plans
used: (1) our standard in-house physician set of DV
objectives (phys-plan); (2) gEUD-based objectives for
the OARs (gEUD-plan); and (3) multiple, “very strin-
gent,” DV objectives for each OAR and PTV (DV-plan),
respectively. The above three plans, were segmented to
be delivered via step-and-shoot MLC mode on a Siemens
Primus treatment unit. The fourth plan was the beam
fluence optimized plan only (FO-plan), without segmen-
tation, and used the same objectives as in the DV-plan.
The latter plan is intended to serve as an “optimum”
benchmark without the effects of the MLC segmentation
for deliverability. This benchmark will show how close
each optimized plan (phys-plan, EUD-plan, and DV-
plan) is to the “optimal” solution and how much is lost
because of step-and-shoot conversion. Typical objectives
used for the plans above are shown in Table 1. All plans
were prescribed 50.4 Gy to the PTV in 28 fractions. Most
patients also received an additional scar boost, but these
separate plans are not relevant to the goals of this work.

The intensity modulation was performed using the
direct machine parameter optimization (DMPO) method
available in the Pinnacle3 system.16 In this method, the
leaf sequences and deliverable fluences were computed
for every iteration during optimization, thereby incorpo-
rating all the restrictions of the MLCs during the process.
The leaf positions and the weight of each segment were
parts of the optimization process. The optimization fol-
lowed a gradient-based, sequential quadratic program-
ming algorithm. To keep the number of segments as low
as possible and minimize the treatment delivery time, the
number of segments per beam, minimum segment area,
and monitor units (MU) per segment were chosen to be
�10, �2.5cm2, and �3.5MU, respectively. The dose
calculations were performed using the adaptive convo-
lution/superposition option, with heterogeneities for all
of our plans.

One of the major issues in breast and CW inverse
planning is the creation of “fall-off” because of the tight
conformity of some segments to the PTV, as seen in
Fig. 1a. We have developed an in-house technique,17

whereby we modify the appropriate segments by moving
selected MLC leaves. Not all the leaves residing on the

same side need to be relocated, but selected leaves are
moved to a location 1.5–2.0 cm away from the patient
surface (Fig. 1b). The selected leaves are moved auto-
matically with a script we developed within the Pinnacle
planning system to create the desired “fall-off” that will
accommodate minor interfraction and intrafraction pa-
tient motion because of breathing and setup uncertain-
ties. The segments that irradiated deeper portions of the
PTV were not modified (Fig. 1c). In cases where the
above modified segments altered the plan’s quality by
increasing hot or cold spots within the PTV, a segment
weight optimization was used to restore the plan’s qual-
ity to at least that of before the segment modifications. In
practice, the majority of the deliverable MUs were of the
modified (opened) segments. Our method resembles the
direct aperture optimization (DAO) method of van As-
selen et al.18 without the definition of the open segments
before optimization. At our institution image guidance
with the ExacTrac X-Ray 6D system (BrainLab AG,
Germany) was used for daily localization before treat-
ment delivery.

The plans were compared using dose-volume histo-
grams (DVHs), dose distributions, V20Gy for the ipsilat-
eral lung, and Dmean for the heart, contralateral lung, and
breast. These parameters were extracted after all plans
were normalized to give the same PTV coverage, by
adjusting the plan’s MUs when necessary.

Special considerations in clinical IMRT to the
breast and chest wall

Contemporary radiotherapy techniques for left-
sided breast and CW cancers have been developed to
substantially reduce the volume of heart and lung irradi-
ated compared with earlier techniques, while maintaining
good target coverage.12,19–21 Irradiation of left-sided tar-
get volumes in the breast could expose the anterior heart
to high doses if conventional tangential techniques are
used. IMRT decreases cardiac irradiation and may de-
crease the risk of pericarditis and acute coronary events
without compromising target coverage. Cardiac toxicity
becomes even more critical when radiotherapy follows
adjuvant chemotherapy treatments.22,23 Unfortunately,
there is limited clinical data on dose vs. cardiac compli-

Table 1. Typical optimization objectives for IMRT breast and chest wall plans

Volume

Objectives

Phys-plan gEUD-plan DV-plan

PTV 50.4 (uniform dose) 50.4 (uniform dose) 50.4 (uniform dose)
Lung (ipsilateral)* V20Gy�18% EUDmax�10 (��1) V20Gy�20%, V10Gy�10%, V5Gy�50%, Dmax�49
Heart V30Gy�15%, Dmax�45 EUDmax�7 (��1) V10Gy�7%, V6Gy�30%, V5Gy�50%, Dmax�31
Breast (contralateral) V20Gy�5% EUDmax�6 (��1) V10Gy�10%, V7Gy�30%, V6Gy�50%, Dmax�30
Lung (contralateral) V20Gy�5% EUDmax�2 (��1) V10Gy�3%, V4Gy�30%, V3Gy�50%, Dmax�20
Normal tissues† Dmax�44 Dmax�44 Dmax�44

Doses are in Gy and volume in percent.
*From Graham et al., 1999.28

†Normal tissues are defined as patient volume minus ipsilateral lung, heart and (PTV�1 cm).
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cations; therefore, cardiac cost-function specification is
difficult. One approach is to use dose-volume data avail-
able from clinical experience and try to improve the
cardiac DVHs with inverse planning.

Radiation-induced pneumonitis after conventional
tangential irradiation is unusual24 and is considered by
most to be clinically acceptable. Recently, there have
been several conflicting studies on the incidence of ra-
diation pneumonitis in breast irradiation.20,25,26 Never-
theless, difficult cases result in complicated targets (i.e.,
chest wall with regional lymph nodes) that increase the
amount of lung in the treatment field and may result in
higher rates of pneumonitis.27 Inverse planning may as-
sist to further reduce the lung dose while maintaining
clinically acceptable target coverage. The lung volume
that receives 20 Gy (V20Gy) has been shown to be
strongly correlated to the incidence of radiation pneumo-
nitis and has been used extensively as a parameter for
optimization and plan evaluation.28,29

It is well known, even from conventional breast
irradiation techniques, that there are low but finite doses
received by the contralateral breast.30 When multifield
IMRT is used, the contralateral breast doses need to be

limited and evaluated.31 Thus, a dose-limiting require-
ment needs to be set before optimization of each plan. If
zero dose to the contralateral breast is achieved, it may
be at the expense of overdosing another OAR or under-
dosing the target. With IMRT, our goal is to achieve
contralateral breast doses lower than those with conven-
tional tangential fields.

RESULTS

A comparison of dose distributions for the initial
plan without “fall-off” and the modified plan, where
selected segments have been adjusted for “fall-off” and
their weights reoptimized (as described previously), is
shown in Fig. 2a,b. Minor variations of isodose lines are
visible without change in the overall quality of the plan.
The technique we describe in this paper allows the ma-
jority of MUs and/or dose to be delivered by these
modified larger segments (i.e., left segment of Fig. 1c), at
least for the fields that have tangential incidence to the
patient contour. An example of the fluence patterns of the
original and modified segments are shown side by side in
Fig. 2c. The modified segments, with the MLC leaves

        

(a) (b)

 
(c)

96MU 7MU 14MU 

Fig. 1. Sample segment altered to create “fall-off” by moving the MLC leaves 2 cm away from the skin. (a) Original
segment, (b) modified segment, (c) three segments with the corresponding MUs are shown. The first segment has been

modified with the X2 Jaw MLCs retracted away from the skin (“fall-off”).
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retracted almost 2 cm from the patient skin, provide the
desired dose “fall-off.”

Comparisons based on DVHs for a CW case are
show in Fig. 3. Although coverage for the PTV is similar
for all four plans, the superiority of the gEUD-based
optimized plan is evident by the lower doses to the
OARs. These results were typical for all patients in our
study. Even if one of the DV-based plans resulted in
lower doses to an OAR compared with the gEUD-plan,
the remaining OARs would be compromised and could
not simultaneously satisfy their DV objectives. For ex-
ample, a FO-plan resulted in a better DVH for the heart
and contralateral lung at lower doses, but it did so by
increasing dose to the ipsilateral lung and contralateral

breast (Fig. 3). In fact, we observed that the gEUD-based
optimization for the breast and CW gave overall better
plans, based on DVH comparisons, than the unseg-
mented benchmark FO-plans in all 10 cases. It appears
that gEUD-based optimization somehow compensates
for the limitations of plan segmentation.

The uniformity index (UI) was used to evaluate the
PTV coverage. The UI is defined as D95/Dmax, where D95

is the dose that covers 95% of the PTV volume and Dmax

is the maximum dose within the PTV that covers at least
4 cm3 of tissue. The UI defined this way is independent
of prescription dose or how the plan is scaled.14 The
agreement of all plans regarding PTV coverage is shown
Fig. 4a. The data points are the mean value of the UI for

 

(a)

 

(b) 
 

  

(c) 

Fig. 2. Comparison between (a) initial DMPO segmentation, (b) modified segments with segment weight optimization,
and (c) fluence patterns of a tangential breast intensity-modulated field (initial segmentation without “fall-off”-LEFT,
modified segments with “fall-off”-MIDDLE, and difference between the two fluence patterns that shows the area of the

“fall-off”-RIGHT).
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all patients’ plans under consideration and the bars on the
data points show the upper and lower values (range) of
UI for every plan category. The mean UI value for all
plan categories is 0.90–0.92, with gEUD-plan having the
smallest variation in UI.

Comparisons of different optimizations (DV, EUD,
phys) relative to FO were performed using a paired
two-tailed Student’s t-test. The average values of various
dose-related parameters for OARs were found to be
statistically significant at a p-value of � 0.05. The V20Gy

and Dmean for the ipsilateral lung are shown in Fig. 4b,c.
The gEUD-plan produces the lowest values for both

V20Gy and Dmean, with p � 0.001 and p � 0.004, respec-
tively, compared with DV-plan with p � 0.42 and p �
0.26, and phys-plan with p � 0.45 and p � 0.01, respec-
tively. Thus, gEUD-based optimization can reduce the
ipsilateral lung volume receiving 20Gy (average value of
V20Gy � 18%) and the mean lung dose (average value of
Dmean � 11.5Gy) compared with all other optimizations,
by using a single objective parameter for optimization
(see Table 1). The results for Dmean of the heart, con-
tralateral lung, and contralateral breast are shown in Fig.
5. Evaluation of doses to all three OARs (heart, con-
tralateral breast, and lung) shows that the gEUD-plan can

Fig. 3. DVH comparisons between phys-plan (thick-dotted lines), DV-plan (thin-dotted lines), gEUD-plan (thick line),
and FO-plan (thin line) for (a) PTV, ipsilateral lung, and heart; and (b) contralateral breast and lung.
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provide superior results with lower doses to all structures
simultaneously (Fig. 6). The target coverage (red con-
tour) is very conformal in both plans, whereas lower
doses (dose clouds) were delivered to uninvolved tissues
for the gEUD-plan compared with the DV-plan. For

example, note the 20Gy dose cloud (in orange) that has
substantially been reduced in the gEUD-plan.

Treatment delivery efficiency
For IMRT, the treatment delivery efficiency de-

pends on the delivery method for each specific linear
accelerator. Our facility is equipped with two Siemens
treatment units with step-and-shoot delivery mode where
the in-plane Y-jaws conform to the shape of each seg-

Fig. 5. Average mean doses (Dmean) for (a) heart, (b) contralat-
eral lung, and (c) contralateral breast for every plan category.

Errors bars represent the standard deviation.

Fig. 4. (a) Uniformity index plotted for every plan category.
The vertical bars represent the upper and lower values between
the planned patients in every plan category (DV-plan, EUD-
plan, phys-plan, FO-plan); (b) ipsilateral lung V20Gy; and (c)
Dmean for every plan category. Errors bars in (b) and (c)

represent the standard deviation.
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ment to minimize the leakage radiation through the
MLCs. The auto-sequencing software allows the gantry
to automatically move in about 12 s and the pause time
between segments is about 4 s. Thus, the delivery time
can be estimated32 as:

Time(s) � (NG � 1) � 12 � (Nseg � NG) � 4

� (MUtot ⁄ 200MU ⁄ min) � 60 (4)

where NG is the gantry angles in the plan, Nseg the
number of segments, and MUtot the total planned MUs.
The dose rate for a Siemens 6-MV magnetron operating
linac is 200 MU/min. The treatment duration for the most
complex plan (multiple beams, large number of seg-
ments, and high MUs) was estimated at 700 s, or 12
minutes. One needs to add an average of 7 minutes setup
time and for daily image guidance to estimate the total
treatment delivery time. For most complex plans, the
maximum treatment time was 20 minutes.

DISCUSSION

A comparison between various inversely optimized
treatment plans for breast and CW cases was presented.
Our intention was to show that gEUD-based optimiza-
tion is superior to DV-based optimization with regard to
normal tissue sparing without compromising target vol-
ume coverage. In all cases, gEUD-based optimization
resulted in less dose to the OARs than conventional
optimization, even if strict DV objectives were used in a
retrospective attempt to “beat” the gEUD plan. In prin-
ciple, it is possible to achieve the same solution with
DV-based optimization, but the user is essentially re-
quired to know the gEUD-based solution in advance, or
else a trial-and-error approach is necessary to produce
the optimum plan.

The methods described in this paper demonstrated
several clear advantages to gEUD-based planning. With
DV objectives, the optimization process stops when the
user-specified requirements are met (or almost met).
Stated simply, the optimizer will not attempt to look for

a solution beyond what is requested by the planner. In
contrast, gEUD optimized plans provide a larger space of
solutions that will satisfy the planner’s goals and may
result in superior plans. We have also shown that gEUD-
based optimization required only a limited number of
objectives for the OARs. Our findings for breast and CW
cases are similar to the original findings of Wu et al.5,6

for prostate and H&N. Because of increased concern of
heart, lung, and contralateral breast overdose with com-
plicated, multifield IMRT plans, we recommend gEUD-
based optimization for breast and CW cancer.

Critics of nongated breast IMRT may point out
dosimetric problems with intrafraction motion. Our
IMRT technique accounts for “fall-off” in a way that
most of the dose or MUs are delivered through modified,
virtually-open, segments, which make the delivery less
sensitive to intrafraction motion.

Regarding normal tissues sparing, we demonstrated
that gEUD-based optimization is superior to DV-based
optimization. The DVH data and isodose distributions
show that gEUD planning makes it possible to better
control low doses to the lungs during breast and CW
irradiation. Recently, IMRT is being used more com-
monly in breast cancer.33–35 Thus, increased integral
dose may become more clinically relevant when consid-
ering radiation-induced pneumonitis, because it is a
largely volume-dependent effect.25 In addition, the im-
portance of cardiac exposure from breast irradiation has
made a resurgence in the literature because of subclinical
vascular changes that are seen by cardiac nuclear imag-
ing test.36–41

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the use of EUD for target and OAR
volumes results in superior plans with the flexibility of
plan customization and fine-tuning, especially for struc-
tures that are sensitive to lower doses. An additional
benefit of EUD for breast and CW optimization is the
direct connection to other dose-response functions, such

Fig. 6. Coronal view of dose clouds for a DV-plan (left) and a gEUD-plan (right): 5Gy—teal; 10Gy—green;
20Gy—orange; 30Gy—purple. The red and pink contours are the PTV and heart, respectively.
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as tumor control probability (TCP), normal tissue com-
plication probability (NTCP), etc., while still allowing
the planner to manipulate of the parameters of optimiza-
tion (EUDmax, EUDmin, �) within the dose domain.42

Careful study of the results in Figs. 4 and 5 may assist in
determining universal values for ipsilateral lung V20Gy,
Dmean for heart, and contralateral breast and lungs to be
used for plan optimization within ones institution. This
will increase the planning efficiency by significantly
reducing the trial-and-error process.

Today, because dose-response (TCP/NTCP)–based
optimization is not possible with the existing commercial
planning systems, EUD provides an intermediate step for
the transition between physical doses and TCP/NTCP
models without being affected by the uncertainties of
dose-effect relationships. More work towards that direc-
tion is still necessary.
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